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Abstract

We address the problem of rank aggregation, the task of combining different rank
orderings on the same set of units (preference lists) so as to achieve a single final
ordering. We propose Network Aggregation, a novel approach for rank aggregation inspired to graph theory. The rationale of this choice relies on the observation
that, after a custom preprocessing, we are able to view our set of lists as a network. Only the lists populating the same community in the network would then
be aggregated. In order to highlight the strength of our proposal, we show an application both on simulated and on real data set. Experimental results on simulated
data show that Network Aggregation can significantly outperform existing related
methods. Moreover, the empirical evidences achieved on real financial data reveal that Network Aggregation is also able to select the most relevant variables in
data mining predictive models, providing a clear superiority in terms of predictive
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power of the models build.
Keywords: Rank Aggregation, Graph Theory, Network Community, Risk Integration, Supervised Predictive Models
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Introduction

In the latest years, rank aggregation methods have emerged as an important approach able to combine the ranking information from different statistical units. In
diverse interest areas, the rank aggregation process is usually devoted to the merging of different preference lists on the same set of units. Relevant applications are
collected in marketing and advertisement research, applied psychology, internet
search engines and more recently in omics scale biological studies. In the literature, this problem was first addressed by Arrow (Arrow K. J. , 1950), Kemeny
(Kemeney J. G. , 1959) and later, in terms of application to the World Wide Web
data, by (Dwork C. et al., 2001).
On the basis of our experience rank aggregation techniques revel to be very informative also in the filed of economic applications, especially in risk analysis and
risk integration. In particular, given a set of statistical units (i.e. a set of enterprises) potentially at risk of failure, it would be highly interesting to order them
using a collection of variables available. In this perspective, we think that rank
aggregation methods lend naturally to the field of economic applications. In the
present paper we propose a novel methodology for rank aggregation and we show
an application on a real financial data set.
Despite its clear and intuitive target, effective rank aggregation becomes difficult
in real-world situations in which the set of collected rankings can be noisy, incomplete, or even disjoint. The biggest challenges of the aggregating process remain
today the choice of an appropriate measure of dissimilarity between lists, and a
reasonable top k length for a particular list ( DeConde et al. (2006), Pihur and
Datta (2008)). In order to overcome the weaknesses of classical rank aggregation
techniques, we propose a methodological approach that directly take into account
that a unique true underling ranking might not exist. Moreover we point out that
only the lists that share the highest amount of information should be aggregated
and moreover only consensus sets of lists should be considered for the aggregation process.
Our heuristic rank aggregation method is inspired to the graph theory. The rationale of this choice relies on the observation that, after a custom preprocessing, we
are able to view our set of lists as a network. The preprocessing step that we will
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describe later on, basically consists in choosing an appropriate measure of dissimilarity between lists and in performing an hypergeometric hypothesis test on
each computed distance. The constructed network would then be partitioned via a
standard communities extraction method (Pons and Latapy (2006)) . Only the set
of lists populating the same community in the network would then be aggregated.
For sake of brevity, we introduce the acronym NetAggreg to refer to our Network
Aggregation method .
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the general framework and
underlines the main elements of novelty of our proposal, Section 3 reports the
computational algorithm implemented, Section 4 describes the application on a
real financial data set and Section 5 ends the paper and underlines further ideas of
research.
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General framework

Before to describe our proposal, we introduce the general framework of the rank
aggregation (RA) problem for a discrete set of statistical units.
RA methods can be broadly classified as distributional based, stochastic optimization and heuristic algorithms ( Lin S. , 2010). The first category is populated by
Thurstone method and it’s extensions. These methods reveal to be appropriate
for aggregating many short ranked lists. Optimization algorithms are based on an
optimization criteria and are usually dependent on the distance measure. in fact,
given a distance measure, they aim to find the aggregate list as the candidate list
that minimize its distance from all the input lists. An instance of this category
is the Kemeny optimal aggregation which optimizes the average Kendall’s distances (Dwork et al., 2001). Unfortunately it is well known that computing the
Kemeny optimal aggregate is NP-hard even when the number of ranked lists to be
aggregated is small; this is due to the combinatorial nature of the problem. These
difficulties can be circumvented by stochastic search algorithms as described in
(Lin and Ding 2009).
A novel alternative to direct optimization is given by the heuristic algorithms that
are capable to provide approximate solutions to the RA problem without optimizing any criterion. Despite the effective applicative results shown in (Dwork et al.,
2001; DeConde et al., 2006), the heuristic nature of these category of algorithms
prevent from the exploration of well defined properties.
From a different point of view we can classify the RA method according to the
average length of the set of lists under study. The problem of aggregating many
3

short lists is addressed by the distributional based and stochastic optimization algorithm, while the problem of aggregating a few long lists is tackled mainly by
heuristic algorithms. In this paper we focus on the problem of aggregating many
long lists. None of the RA method mentioned so far can handle this problem. The
main limitation of the heuristic algorithms is the unfairness of the result for non
homogeneous set of long lists. In the case of many long lists it is reasonable they
are non homogeneous and thus the the aggregate list reveals to be random. On the
other hand, the limitation of the distributional based and stochastic optimization
algorithm is that, despite effective for very short lists, they reveal to be unfeasible
for long lists.
In the present paper we propose an innovative heuristic RA strategy that is particularly suited for the problem of aggregating many long lists.

3.1

Preliminaries

In this section we introduce some necessary concepts and notations. Let U be a
set of n objects each with a unique identifier i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and consider a subset
S ⊆ U. A ranking function on S is a permutation r on the set S. For each object
i ∈ U, r(i) ∈ {1, . . . , |S|} shows the ranking of item i. We will say that L is a ranked
list of elements of U with ranking function r if :
r : a ∈ L −→ r(a) ∈ {1 . . . |L|}

(1)

We will use the notation rL to refer to r, in order to explicit the linkage between
the ordered list L and it’s ranking function. Note that the best ranking is 1, rankings are always positive, and higher rank correspond to lower preference in the
list.
For sake of simplicity, we will make an abuse of notation and use S=L.
A full list is a list that contains a ranking for every item i ∈ U, that is S = U, in
this case its ranking function is a complete ranking on U.
A partial list is a list that contains rankings for only a proper subset of items
S ⊂ U. A partial list will be also referred to as a Top-k when |S| = |L| = k.
Note that in this case we assume that all other items i ∈
/ S are supposed to be
ranked below every item in S according to a customized ranking value. Given a
set of complete or incomplete lists, we need to provide an approximate solution
to their RA problem.
In order to clarify the overall procedure described in section 4, we will briefly
4

recall Borda-inspired methods and optimization method.
Borda-inspired algorithms is a family of RA methods intuitive and easy to understand that basically reproduce a voting strategy. Jean-Charles de Borda in 1781,
originally proposed to aggregate ranks by sorting the ranks arithmetic average for
full ranked lists. Many other variations of Borda method have been proposed and
used, and are applicable to top-k lists.
Suppose we have N ordered complete lists Li , i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, the Borda score associated to a generic element u ∈ U for the list Li is BLi (u) = rLi (u) apart from
a scaling factor. Borda’s score may in fact take into account other additional information then the rankings when available. Once defined a Borda’s aggregating
function B(u) = f (BL1 (u), . . . , BLN (u)), the aggregated ranked list is obtained by
sorting all the aggregated Borda’s scores. An example of mostly suggested aggregating function is the p-norm:
N

f (BL1 (u), . . . , BLN (u)) = ∑ BLi (u) p /N

(2)

i=1

We observe that the original method proposed by Borda in 1781 is a particular
case of the p-norm, with p = 1. The extension of this method to the Top-k case
S
is straightforward. In fact, If ki = |Li | and u ∈ S = N
/ L j , it will be
i=1 Li , but u ∈
BL j (u) = k j + 1. Of course this score can be modified accordingly to other information when available. The method then proceed just as for as the full ranked lists
case.
On the other hand, optimization methods is a family of algorithms that address
the RA problem in terms of an optimization rule. The most common optimization
strategies are based on a measure of disagreement between the input top-k lists
and the unknown aggregate rankings. One formulation that follows the generalized Kemeny criterion is the weighted sum of distances between the aggregate
rankings and the input lists. Thus, whether a particular aggregate list is better than
another depends on the distance measure chosen.
Given two lists Li and L j , the Kendall tau distance between them, denoted by
S
K(Li , L j ), is the number of couples of elements (u, v) ∈ SxS, where S = Li L j ,
such that either rLi (u) < rLi (v) but rL j (u) > rL j (v), or rLi (u) > rLi (v) but rL j (u) <
rL j (v).
It is easy to see that K(Li , L j ) measures the number of pairwise disagreements between the two lists. The footrule distance between Li and L j , denoted by F(Li , L j ),
is defined to be F(Li , L j ) = ∑u∈S (|rLi (u) − rL j (u)|. This distance express a sort of
total absolute deviation of the two lists on single elements but does not take into
5

account the relative orderings of couple of elements.
Consider now N ordered complete lists Li , i ∈ {1, . . . , N}. A Kendall optimal aggregation of the given set of lists is any aggregate lists L that minimizes ∑N
i=1 K(L, Li );
on the other hand, a Footrule optimal aggregation is any list L that minimizes
∑N
i=1 F(L, Li ). As previously noticed, computing a Kendall optimal aggregation is
NPhard, while computing a Footrule optimal aggregation can be done in polynomial time via minimum cost perfect matching (Dwork C. et al. (2001)).
Nevertheless, in the majority of the cases, it is of higher interest to provide an
aggregate list that accounts for the most frequent pairwise agreements in the set
of input lists.

4

Our proposal

On the basis of the remarks reported in Section 3, in this paper we focus on the
problem of aggregating many long lists. In the followings we describe our contribution that results in a novel algorithm able to tackle a non homogeneous set of
lists composed by a large set of statistical units.
NetAggreg overall procedure can be broadly summarized in four steps.
The first step considers the distance matrix allocation. In order to aggregate a
given set of lists, it is required to define a degree of similarity. To reach this objective, we have to introduce a similarity-dissimilarity measure between couple of
lists. If we interpret each list as a point in an l-dimensional space, this measure
reveals to be a distance. There are several standard methods to define a distance
measure between two lists. We choose the Kendall’s tau metric defined as follows.
Let Li indicate a generic ordered list and let:
rLi : a ∈ Li −→ rLi (a) ∈ {1 . . . |Li |}

(3)

be the ranking function of the list Li . Let Li (h) be the top h sublist of Li . Suppose
we have N ordered lists Li {i = 1, . . . , N} whose lengths, ki = |Li |{i = 1, . . . , L}, are
not necessary the same. Our method iteratively works on pairs of full or partial
ranked lists. We create a distance matrix according to the a modified version of
the Kendall’s tau distance (Pihur and Datta , 2008):
Ki. j = K(Li , L j ) =

∑

t,u∈Li ∪L j

6

Ktup

(4)

where Ktup : Li xL j − > {0, 1, p} is a piece-wice function of the relative orderings
(3) defined as follows:

 0 if rLi (t) < rLi (u), rL j (t) < rL j (u) or rLi (t) > rLi (u), rL j (t) > rL j (u)
p
1 if rLi (t) > rLi (u), rL j (t) < rL j (u) or rLi (t) < rLi (u), rL j (t) > rL j (u)
Ktu =

p if rLi (t) = rLi (u) = ki + 1 or rL j (t) = rL j (u) = k j + 1.
(5)
|Li ∪L j |−|Li ∩L j |
Our choice of p =
accounts for the relative mismatches of the two
|Li |∪|L j |
lists. The choice of this measure relies on the fact that the information we want to
extract from the overall set of lists is which are the set of lists that share the same
relative ordering of couple of individuals.
The second step consists in translating the distance matrix into the adjacency matrix of an undirected graph. Let Ki, j be the generic element of the distance matrix
obtained so far. Ki, j shows us how dissimilar list i and list j are, but we want to be
more strict on the concept of dissimilarity using a statistical test of significance.
In this perspective we reduce the distance matrix K in a 0-1 adjacency matrix D of
an undirected graph where each vertex is a list. This is achieved via an hypothesis
test on the match value of each couple of lists as explained in the following.
Given a couple of lists of length l we test the null hypothesis H0 that the two
lists are dissimilar versus the alternative H1 that the two lists are similar. Under
H0 the measured number of matches has an hypergeometric distribution:
X ∼ Hyper(n, M, N)
(6)



of parameters n = 2l , N = 2 ∗ 2l and M = 2l .
The rationale of this is that if the two lists are dissimilar the possible matches and
mismatches are undistinguishable and equiprobable. In particular let f = n/N be
the sampling fraction and let p = M/N denote the proportion of matches in the
population. Normal approximations to Hypergeometric distribution are classical
in the standard cases where f and p are bounded away from 0 and 1 (Feller, 1971).
Thus under H0 we approximate the hypergeometric distribution with the Normal
distribution with mean µ = np and variance σ 2 = N f (1 − f )p(1 − p).
For each Ki, j the corresponding Di, j would be set either to one, if the null hypothesis is rejected, or to zero otherwise.
The third step is devoted to the extraction of similar lists communities from the
network constructed in the second step. The adjacency matrix built so far would
in fact be used to individuate the set of similar lists and to eventually isolate outliers. This is carried out through a community extraction algorithm as we assume
our list network consists of modules which are densely connected themselves but
7

sparsely connected to other modules. In this light we performed the community
structure detection via a standard algorithm based on random walks (Pons and
Latapy , 2006).
The goal of the fourth and last step is to provide a consensus aggregate list for
each of the extracted communities according to the third step. The aggregation is
performed via standard literature aggregation methods for partial lists. We choose
the Borda’s method (voting strategy) that, as said in the preprocessing section, has
a very low computational cost and reveals to be efficient on homogeneous set of
lists.
Our strategy enables to isolate outliers in our set of lists and tells which are the
community of lists sharing the same information. For each community this information is provided by the list resulted from the aggregation step summarizing and
representing the over all community. NetAggreg also provides a set of indicators
that would suggest which communities are more representative of the underling
observed units. Suppose we detected nC communities Ch , and assume that each
community has size sh = |Ch | and aggregate list ALh , with h ∈ {1, . . . , nC}. Our
indicators are defined as follows:
• δh =

∑i, j∈C Ki, j
h
s
( 2h )
l
2

r
and σh =

1

l

∑i, j∈Ch (Ki, j −(2)δh )2
sh
2

l
2

( )
()
()
the δh gives the average percentage of mismatches within the same community and the σh is its standard deviation.
r
∑ j∈C K(ALh ,L j )
h
l
∑ j∈Ch (K(ALh ,L j )−(2)δh )2
sh
1
and
σ
A
=
• δ Ah =
h
sh
(2l )
(2l )
similarly the δ Ah gives the average percentage of mismatches between the
aggregate list ALh and the lists in community Ch , while σ Ah provides its
standard deviation.
• δh,k =

∑i∈C ∑ j∈C Ki, j
h
k
s
s
( 2h )( 2k )
l
2

r
1

l
∑i∈Ch ∑ j∈Ck (Ki, j −(2)δh,k )2

and σh,k = l
(s2h )(s2k )
()
(2)
On the other hand δh,k provides the average distance between each couple of
identified communities(h, k) ∈ {1, . . . , nC}X{1, . . . , nC} and σh,k expresses
its standard deviation.

Notice that, the most representative communities will be the one with the smallest
δh and the smallest σh . Moreover, in the best scenario, the most representative
communities (say h and k), would also reveal to be well separated in the sense
8

that δh,k > max{δh , δk } and σh,k is small. Finally the goodness of the aggregate
list will be dependent on the value of the parameters δ Ah and σ Ah .

5

Simulation Analysis

In this section we show the performances of NetAggreg on simulated data sets.
We considered a scenario of s communities of lists, with s ∈ {2, 6, 10}. In order
to control the ability of the method to recover the truth, we generated s underling
true rankings (generating lists), that is a generating list for each community. We
allowed the dissimilarity between them to be β % in terms of mismatches, with
β ≥ 20. Each community was then populated by lists with α% of disagreement
from the relative generating one, with α ∈ {0.05, . . . , 10}. The number of lists per
community was set to ns = nL/s, where nL ∈ {60, 120, 240} is the total number
of lists in each simulation run. The desired distances were reached composing
two possible source of mismatches, inversion and block exchange, as defined in
the following.
Definition 1 Given a ranking function r(.) on a list L, we define inversion r p the
ranking of L obtained by the permutation that expresses the reverse ordering of L
with respect to r(.):
r p : a ∈ L −→ |L| − r(a) + 1 ∈ {1 . . . |L|}.

(7)

Observe that the ranked list resulting from the application of the inverse ranking r p (.) on the lists L reaches the maximum number of mismatches with L, that

is |L|
2 .
Definition 2 Given a ranking function r(.) on a list L, suppose it is possible to
divide integrally the ranked list L in ncut consecutive sublists (or blocks) Lcut (i),
with i ∈ {1, . . . , ncut}. Assume that each block consists of m consecutive elements.
We define block exchange of jump | j − i| the exchange of the rankings of all the
elements of block Lcut (i) with the rankings of the corresponding elements of block
Lcut ( j), for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , ncut}. That is we define the new ranking ri, j as follows:
ri, j (Lcut (i)[h]) = r((Lcut ( j)[h]) ∀h ∈ {1, . . . , m}
ri, j (Lcut ( j)[h]) = r((Lcut (i)[h]) ∀h ∈ {1, . . . , m}
ri, j ((Lcut (k)[h) = r((Lcut (k)[h]) ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , ncut}/{i, j}
9

When |L| is not integrally divisible by ncut, this definition can be trivially
extended if the residual elements are included in the blocks external to Lcut (i)
and Lcut ( j). Note that the application of a block exchange of jump | j − i| on a
list L, produces a number of mismatches with respect to the original list equal to
(2 ∗ | j − i| + 1) ∗ |Lcut (i)|2 .
The results from our simulations are summarised in terms of sensitivity and
speci f icity. As main result we get that NetAggreg is robust with respect to the
variability within the same group, the number of groups and the average cardinality of each group. On the other hand it is strongly influenced by the percentage of
mismatches between groups. In fact, for any of the tested values of the parameters
α, s and nS and only when β ≥ 50, our method perfectly meet the true original
communities with speci f icity = sensitivity = 1. Moreover the aggregate list of
each extracted community and the corresponding generating list show a matche
percentage greater than 80%. The other way round, when β < 50, our algorithm
fails to detect the underlying simulated community structure as all the lists are
assigned to the same community. In this case we still get sensitivity = 1 but the
speci f icity turns to be zero. This is due to the true nature of the simulated data set
that is composed of similar lists in terms of mismatches. In this case our method
is not well suited as it reduces to a classical rank aggregation procedure based on
the Borda method and thus we suggest to use a more specific custom strategy.

6

Application to real data

The main objective of this section is to apply our proposal on a real real data set
composed of 1000 SMEs (Small and Medium Enterprises) and a set of financial
ratios. We have decided to use financial data, because to our knowledge, there are
not contributions of rank aggregation techniques in the field of credit risk analysis.
Furthermore, since the data at hand are analysed also in Figini and Giudici (2011),
we have a clear comparison of the superiority of our approach with respect to previous results.
In order to introduce the application on real financial data, we recall that credit is
the loan that can only be granted by authorized fiancancial institutions or banks to
the customer who apply for credit.
After a credit application is taken by a creditor, an assessment process is performed in order to decide whether to approve or reject grating credit to the applicant depending on the registered customer information expressed by quantitative
and qualitative statistical variables. This process is known as credit scoring in fi10

nance literature, which is a classification method aiming to distinguish the desired
customers who will fully repay from defaulters.
There have been several supervised methods applied to credit scoring of customers
in literature such as discriminate analysis, linear regression, logistic regression,
non parametric smoothing methods (i.e. Generalized Additive Models), genetic
algorithm, neural networks, graphical models and others (see e.g. for a review
Hand and Zhou (2009), Hand et al. (2010)).
Among this models we underline that in supervised classification, the aim is to
construct a rule for assigning a score which represents a risk for each statistical
units on the basis of a set of covariates available.
In order to predict the probability of defalut, PDi = P(Yi = 1) in a traditional way a
supervised model for credit risk estimation considers for observation i = 1, . . . , N,
Yi as the objective binary variable which takes value 0 if the customer is good and
1 otherwise and a set of p covariates Li1 , . . . , Lip .
More precisely, a credit scoring model summarises all the information available
measured on the variables in a single list which reports for each statistical units the
corresponding probability of default. This means that starting from a multivariate
problem, we derive only one variable which can be used to provide an ordering of
risk among the statistical units at hand.
On the basis of our methodological proposal, described in Section 2 and 3, we
think that NetAggreg can improve the results achieved in supervised models because it take into account the information on each list, providing a better ordering
and comparison in the data collected.
We show that using NetAggreg, we are able to select groups of variables (lists)
which provide similar order in terms of risk for the statistical units. This means
that our approach leads also to select groups of features highly related to default.
Furthermore, we highligth that NetAggreg is more rubust with respect to data mining with missing data, corrupted data, inconsistent data and outliers.
In our analysis, we use a real data set provided by a credit rating agency. For the
i considered statistical units, i = 1, . . . , N, our information consists of a binary response variable Yi and a set of explanatory variables L1 , . . . , L p . In particular, the
data set is composed of companies with negative solvency (default) if Yi = 1 and
companies with positive solvency (not default) if Yi = 0. The number of observations is equal to 1000. We have considered this set of financial ratios:
• Supplier target: a temporal measure of financial sustainability expressed
in days that considers all short and medium term debts as well as other
payables;
11

• Outside capital structure: the capability of the firm to receive other forms
of financing beyond banks’ loans;
• Cash Ratio: the cash a company can generate in relation to its size.
• Capital tied up: the turnover of short term debts with respect to sales;
• Equity ratio: a measure of a company’s financial leverage calculated by
dividing a particular measure of equity by firm’s total assets;
• Cash flow to effective debt: the cash a company can generate in relation to
its size and debts;
• Cost income ratio: an efficiency measure similar to the operating margin
that is useful to measure how costs are changing compared to income.
• Trade payable ratio: how often the firm payables turn over during the year;
a high ratio means a relatively short time between purchase of goods and
services and payment for them, otherwise a low ratio may be a sign that the
company has chronic cash shortages;
• Liabilities ratio: a measure of a company’s financial leverage calculated
by dividing a gross measure of long-term debt by firm’s assets; it indicates
what proportion of debt the company is using to finance its assets.
• Result ratio: how profitable a company is relative to its total assets; it gives
an idea as to how efficient management is at using its assets to generate
earnings.
• Liquidity ratio: this ratio measures the extent to which a firm can quickly
liquidate assets and cover short-term liabilities, and therefore is of interest
to short-term creditors.
An intensive descriptive analysis of this data can be found in Figini and Giudici
(2011). The a priori probability of default is equal to 12.5%. On the basis of the
data at hand, in order to predict the probability of default for each SME we have
compared a classical logistic regression model with a classification tree. The logistic regression selects as significant variables: equity ratio and result ratio, while
classification tree reports result ratio, equity ratio, capital tied up, supplier target
days and result ratio as relevant variables.

12

In order to select the best model we have done a cross validation exercise using 70% of observations as trainig data and 30% of observations as validation
data. We have emploied different measures of performances (on the validation
set) based on the confusion matrix (see e.g. Hand et al. (2010)) and assessment
indicators derivable througth the lift and the response chart (see e.g. Giudici and
Figini (2009)).
On the basis of the lift, we puts the observations in the validation set into increasing or decreasing order on the basis of thier score, which is the probability of the
response event (default), as estimated on the basis of the training set. It subdivides these scores into deciles then calculates the observed probability of default
for each of the decile classes in the validation set.
A model is good if the observed success probabilities follow the same order as the
estimated probabilities.
The cumulative captured response (CCR) gives for each decile the percentage of
predicted events. If the model were perfect this percentage would be 100% for the
first deciles and equal to zero for the other deciles.
We have also considered for each model, the area under the receiver operating
characteristic (AUC) chart which is a graphical display that gives the measure of
the predictive accuracy of a model. The out of sample performance of logistic regression and tree models computed using all the variables available are shown in
Table 1. Considering the lift and the cumulative captured response, we choose as
best model the classification tree which captures using only the first three deciles
the 68.70% of the event of interest. On the basis of the validation set, we remark
that the AUC are equal to 0.78 for the logistic regression and 0.85 for the tree
model; furthermore, the percentage of correct classifications is equal to 80.5% for
the logistic regression and 86% for the classification tree.
However, looking at the nature and the meaning of the financial ratios selected by
the logistic regression, we think that result ratio and equity ratio can provide only
an idea on how is efficient the management to use its assets to generate earnings
and equity ratio. On the other hand, classification tree selects as relevant to predict
default a set of features very heterogeneous and different with respect to business
practice and expert opinions.
This lead us to investigate a different approach to select the relevant features to
do predictive models starting from a set of covariates which can generate equal
ranking in terms of default forecasting. We hope also that the variables selected
have a clear interpretation in terms of business knowledge and expert opinion and
provide also an improvement in terms of predictive performances.
To this purpose we applied NetAggreg to our set of financial ratios. As shown in
13

Model decile LIFT CCR
Tree
1
2.77
27.71
Tree
2
2.54
53.07
Tree
3
1.56
68.70
Tree
4
0.57
74.36
Tree
5
0.46
78.93
Tree
6
0.46
83.49
Tree
7
0.46
88.05
Tree
8
0.46
92.62
Tree
9
0.46
97.18
Tree
10
0.28 100.00
Log Reg
1
0.09
0.86
Log Reg
2
0.69
7.76
Log Reg
3
0.34
11.21
Log Reg
4
0.60
17.24
Log Reg
5
0.86
25.86
Log Reg
6
1.38
39.66
Log Reg
7
2.07
60.34
Log Reg
8
0.95
69.83
Log Reg
9
1.55
85.34
Log Reg
10
1.47 100.00
Table 1: Predictive models on the whole data set
Figure 1 and more explicitely in Table 2, two different groups of variables and two
outliers were identified. Tables 3 and 4 suggest that the best separated variables
are the ones populating communities C1 and C2 , in the sense specified in section
4. Moreover, Table 4 also suggests that the aggregate lists AL1 and AL2 are well
choosen candidate aggregates of the corresponding communities as δ Ah < δh and
σ Ah is small (h ∈ {1, 2}).
Expert opinions and business experts confirm that the group of variables derived using NetAggreg are coherent with business practice (see e.g. Altman et al.
(2005)), especially for C1 and C2 .
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C1
Supplier target days
Outside capital strucure
Capital tied up

C2
C3
C4
Liquidity ratio
Cost income ratio Trade payable ratio
Cash ratio
Equity ratio
Cash flow to effective debt
Liabilities ratio
Result ratio

Table 2: NetAggreg communities extraction result on the proposed set of financial
ratios.
Ch
C1
C1
C1
C2
C2
C3

Ck
C2
C3
C4
C3
C4
C4

δh,k
0.605087116
0.500418
0.394367666
0.500584162
0.560789719
0.662595709

σh,k
0.04946876
0.105093445
0.141355664
0.060114893
0.093720458
0

Table 3: Average pairwise distance between the four NetAggreg extracted communities and relative standard deviation.
Ch
C1
C2

δ Ah
σ Ah
0.201099917 0.003032157
0.234515315 0.041611965

δh
0.341511596
0.33071787

σh
0.006955172
0.11191681

Table 4: C1 and C2 average distance from the corresponding aggregate lists (δ Ah ),
their average within distance (δh ) and the corresponding standard deviations (σ Ah
and σh ).
In order to assess if the groups are also relevant in terms of predictive ability,
we have applied logistic regression and classification tree on C1 and C2 . We have
tested the models in terms of out of sample performance using the same proportions specified before.
On the basis of the variables in C1 , both predictive models perform better with
respect to the models build on the whole data set. Table 5 reports the results in
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Model decile LIFT CCR
Tree
1
4.32
43.21
Tree
2
1.25
55.70
Tree
3
0.84
64.06
Tree
4
0.84
72.42
Tree
5
0.84
80.78
Tree
6
0.81
88.91
Tree
7
0.29
91.85
Tree
8
0.29
94.79
Tree
9
0.29
97.73
Tree
10
0.23 100.00
Log Reg
1
3.00
30.00
Log Reg
2
2.17
51.72
Log Reg
3
0.95
61.21
Log Reg
4
0.69
68.10
Log Reg
5
0.86
76.72
Log Reg
6
0.52
81.90
Log Reg
7
0.86
90.52
Log Reg
8
0.34
93.97
Log Reg
9
0.34
97.41
Log Reg
10
0.26 100.00
Table 5: Predictive models on C1
terms of lift and cumulated captured response. As we can observe from Table 5
tree model is the best one and using the first three deciles it captures the 64.06%
of the events of interest. The AUC values are equals to 0.85 for the logistic regression and 0.89 for the tree model and the percentage of correct classifications
is equal to 83.5% for the logistic regression and 90% for the classification tree.
Finally, we have considered C2 as variables to predict default. Both variables are
statistically significant for the logistic regression. The logistic regression and the
tree models give in terms of out of sample performance interesting results. From
Table 6 we underline that tree model is the best one and using the first three deciles
it captures the 71.85% of the events of interest. The AUC values are equals to 0.80
for the logistic regression and 0.87 for the tree model and the percentage of correct classifications is equal to 82.5% for the logistic regression and 88% for the
classification tree.
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Model decile LIFT CCR
Tree
1
3.17
31.70
Tree
2
2.08
52.47
Tree
3
1.94
71.85
Tree
4
0.94
81.29
Tree
5
0.72
88.51
Tree
6
0.37
92.23
Tree
7
0.37
95.94
Tree
8
0.37
99.66
Tree
9
0.03 100.00
Tree
10
0.00 100.00
Reg
1
3.10
31.03
Reg
2
1.98
50.86
Reg
3
1.72
68.10
Reg
4
1.21
80.17
Reg
5
0.60
86.21
Reg
6
0.60
92.24
Reg
7
0.34
95.69
Reg
8
0.34
99.14
Reg
9
0.09 100.00
Reg
10
0.00 100.00
Table 6: Predictive models on C2
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Our real application shows that using NetAggreg we are able to select sub sets
of variables highly related to default estimation. Furthermore, we underline that
the models built on the communities selected, perform better in terms of out of
sample measures with respect to the results achieved on the whole data set.

7

Conclusions

In this paper we propose NetAggreg, a novel methodology for rank aggregation.
We describe our proposal in a theoretical framework and we also provide an effective algorithm for rank aggregation. The implementation of NetAggreg is written
in the statistical programming language R and is available on demand. On the
basis of an extensive simulation activity, we prove that our approach outperforms
related methods proposed in the literature. Finally, testing on real financial data
shows that NetAggreg is a powerful approach able to improve predictive performances in credit risk analysis.
Our method is easy to implement, does not have any computational overhead and
is able to isolate outliers. Future work would focus on measuring the efficacy of
NetAggreg as a variable selection method when the variables can be interpreted
as orderings.
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